After reanalyzing the dataset presented by , and contrary to their findings, Nakov et al. (2) conclude that the most-recent common ancestor of the Archaeplastida inhabited marine habitats. Nakov et al. (2) implemented additional parameters for independent transition rates among character states (i.e., freshwater, marine, brackish), claiming that their model choice of unequal transition rates provides a better fit to the data.
, and Andrew H. Knoll g After reanalyzing the dataset presented by Sánchez-Baracaldo et al. (1) , and contrary to their findings, Nakov et al. (2) conclude that the most-recent common ancestor of the Archaeplastida inhabited marine habitats. Nakov et al. (2) implemented additional parameters for independent transition rates among character states (i.e., freshwater, marine, brackish), claiming that their model choice of unequal transition rates provides a better fit to the data.
Stimulated by Nakov et al. (2), we extended their approach and considered additional models, finding that some of the new models appear to fit the data as well as or even better than those used by Nakov et al. (2) . Nakov et al. (2) only analyzed "equal rates" models (in which the transition rates between habitats are all equal) and "allrates-different" models (in which the transition rates between habitats are all distinct) (3). We also included "symmetrical models," in which the transition rates in and out of each state are equal, but differ between the states, and "some-rates-different" models, in which some rates are constrained to be equal, while others are not.
We analyzed two datasets, including "multistate" (i.e., freshwater, brackish, or marine) and "binary" (i.e., freshwater or marine) characters (4) . Using the corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) (5) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (6), we find that no single model is favored as the best one. Interestingly, the lowest-scoring models according to AICc and BIC are different. When performing model averaging using weights derived from AICc, a marine ancestry of Archaeplastida is favored (marginal probability for freshwater, P f ∼ 10%/16%/7%, depending on the dataset and the algorithm). However, when using weights derived from BIC, neither marine nor freshwater ancestry is favored (P f ∼ 53%/32%/18%). This highlights that the data alone do not clearly support a single model or a single hypothesis.
Model assessment alone, based on information criteria, is not conclusive. Most importantly, it does not take into account the underlying nature of biological processes (7) or the changing composition of photosynthetic plankton (both bacteria and algae) documented in the fossil record (8, 9) . We argue that it is essential, at least, to incorporate biological information while choosing and implementing a model. As pointed out by Nakov et al. (2), there is evidence showing that transitions across salinity barriers are likely infrequent (7) . When this biological insight is implemented by applying a strong prior (e.g., β-distribution α = 1 and β = 400) on low transition rates, a freshwater origin of the Archaeplastida is strongly supported (P f > 98%).
Nakov et al. (2) have highlighted that an accurate model choice is essential when studying trait evolution, as different models can lead to contrasting results. We argue that, for this very reason, it is fundamental to incorporate information from biological studies (7) when deciding which model to use. Understanding the evolution of ecological preferences across Cyanobacteria and the Archaeplastida requires further research, ideally incorporating several traits describing the mechanisms behind the biosynthetic pathways responsible for "salt tolerance" (10) , and a Bayesian approach to accurately assess the results (11) .
